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Uncertainty-Aware Principal Component Analysis
Jochen Görtler, Thilo Spinner, Dirk Streeb, Daniel Weiskopf, and Oliver Deussen
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Fig. 1. Data uncertainty can have a significant influence on the outcome of dimensionality reduction tech niques. We propose a
generalization of principal component analysis (PCA) that takes into account the uncertainty in the input. The top row shows the
dataset with varying degrees of uncertainty and the corresponding principal components, whereas the bottom row shows the projection
of the dataset, using our method, onto the first principal component. In Figures (a) and (b), with relatively low uncertainty, the blue and
the orange distributions are comprised by the red and the green distributions. In Figures (c) and (d), with a larger amount of uncertainty,
the projection changes drastically: now the orange and blue distributions encompass the red and the green distributions.
Abstract-We present a technique to perform dimensionality reduction on data that is subject to uncertainty. Our method is a
generalization of traditional principal component analysis (PCA) to multivariate probability distributions. In comparison to non-linear
methods, linear dimensionality reduction techniques have the advantage, that the characteristics of such probability distributions remain
intact alter projection . We derive a representation of the PCA sample covariance matrix that respects potential uncertainty in each
of the inputs, building the mathematical foundation of our new method: uncertainty-aware PCA. In addition to the accuracy and
performance gained by our approach over sampling -based strategies, our formulation allows us to perform sensitivity analysis with
regard to the uncertainty in the data. For this, we propose tactor traces as a novel visualization that enables to better understand the
influence of uncertainty on the chosen principal components. We provide multiple examples of our technique using real-world datasets.
As a special case, we show how to propagate multivariate normal distributions through PCA in closed form . Furthermore, we discuss
extensions and limitations of our approach.
Index Terms-Uncertainty, dimensionality reduction, principal compone nt analysis, linear projection , machine learn ing

INTROOU CTION

Dimensionality reducti on tech niques can be applied lO visuali ze data
with more than two or three dimensions, projecting the data to a lowerdimensional subspace. These projections shou ld be meanfagful so
that the important properties of the data in the high-dimensional space
can still be reconstructed in the low-dimensional representation. In
general, dimensionality reduction techniques can either be linear or
non-l i near (21 ] . Linear d imensional ity reduction has the advantage

Arguably the most frequentl y used linear method is principal component analysis (PCA). lt is most effective if the dimensions of the input
data are correlated, which is common. PCA uses thi s property and
finds the directions of the data that contain the largesl variance. This is
achieved by performi ng eigenvalue decomposition of the samp le covariance matrix that is estimated from the input. The input to conventional
PCA is a set of poi nts. H owever, we often encounter data affi icted

that properties and invariants of the input data are still reflected in

with uncenainty or variances. Ac,cording to Skeels et. (31 ], there are

the resulting projections. Another advantage of linear over non-linear
methods is that they are easier to reason about because the subspace
for the projection is always a linear combination of the original axes.
Also, linear methods are usually efficient to implement [4].

several sources for this unce11ainty. Measurement errors might arise
from imperfect observations. I n many cases, we rely on data that is the
output of predictive models or si mulations that provide probabi listic
esti mations. And lastly, uncertainty is inevitable w hen aggregating data,
as some of the original information has to be discarded. The nan1ral

way 10 model these instances of uncertain data is by using probabil iry
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distributions over possible real izations of the data.

• J.

I n this paper, we derive a general ization of PCA that directly works
on probabi lity distributions. Like regu lar PCA , our new method
of uncertainty-aware PCA solely requires that the expected val ue

and the covariance bet ween dimensions of these distributions can be
determined- no higher-order statistics are taken into account. This
unccrtainty of thc input data can have a strong impact on thc rcsulting
projection, because it directly inftuences the magnitude of the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matri x.
In addition to extending PCA, we introducefactor traces as a vi-
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sualization that shows how the projections of the original axes onto
the subspace change w ith a vary ing degree or uncertaincy. This enables to perform a sensitivity analysis of the dimensional ity reduction
with respecl to uncertainry and gives an interprecable represencation
of the linear projection that is performed. Our paper has four main
contributions:
• a closed-form generalization of PCA for uncertain data,
• sensitivity analysis of PCA with regards to uncerta inty in the data,
• factor traces as a new visualization technique for the sensitivity
of linear project ions, and
• establish ing a distance metric between principal components.
In Figure 1, we compare our method to regular PCA and illustrate
why it is important to consider the uncertainty in the data when determi ning the projection: it shows a project ion of four bivariate probability
distributions, each with varying levels of uncertainty. that are projected
onto a single dimension. For input w ith low uncertainty, the red and
green data points define the extent of the projected data. With increasing uncertainty and due to the shape of the underlying distributions, the
projection looks quite d ifferent: now the orange and blue data points
mark the extent of the projected data. Th is change in the projecr ion
shows that il is important to incorporate the uncertaincy information
adequa1ely in10 our d imensionality reduction algorithms. Al1 hough all
distributions in this example are Gaussian , our method works on any
probability distribution for wh ich the expected value and the covariance
can be determined.
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exploration have gained interest, e .g. , by Liu et al. [18] as weil as by
Lehmann and Theisel [ 17]. Visual izing the projection matrix of linear
dimensionality reduction techniques (instead of projections of the data)
can be done with factor maps or Hinton diagrams [2 , 12].
Ad vances in visualizing uncertainty and errors often originale from
the need to represent prediction resu lts [33]. More generall y, visualizing Gaussian distributions by a set of isolines is a common practice.
In thi.s paper, we aim a1 bringing uncertai nry-aware dimensionality
reduction and visualization together. For example, our technique can
be used to extend Wang et al.'s (42] approach eo visualizing !arge
datase1s by allow ing a fast approx imate visualizat ion of c lusters. Furthermore, correlated probability d istributions are often the result of
Bayesian inference, which is widely used in prediction tasks, where
the resuh is always a probabi lity distri bution. In th is domain, Gaussian
processes [24] are a prime example of correlated uncertainry.
Lately, there has been a push in the visualization community to
gain a bener understanding of the intrinsic properties of projection
methods. However, the focus mai nly has been on exploring non- linear
approaches. For instance, Schulz et al. [27] propose a projection for
uncertainty nerworks based on sampling d ifferent rea lizat ions of the
data and investigate potential effects of uncenainty. With DimReader,
Faust er al. [8] address rhe prob lern of explaining non- linear projecrions.
Their technique uses automatic differentiation to derive a scalar field
1ha1 encodes the sensitiv ity of the projected points against perturbations.
Wattenberg et al. (43] exami ne how the choice of parameters affects
the projection results of t-SNE. Simi larly, Streeb et al. [35] compare a
sample of (non-)linear techniques and influences of their parameters on
projections.

R ELATED WORK

The s urvey by Nonato and Aupetit [2 1] offers a broad overview of
dimens ionality red uction rrom a visual ization perspec1ive. Principa l
component analysis (23] is one of the oldest and most popular techniques. lt is often applied 10 reduce dala complexity, which is a common task in visualization. By consrrnction, PCA yie lds the li near
projection 1ha1 rerai ns the most variance of the input data in the lowerdimensional subspace. Probab ilistic PCA [36] extends traditional PCA
by adding a probabilistic distribution model. In con1ras1 to our method,
an unknown isometric measurement error is assumed. Likewise, many
exrensions have been introduced to PCA [3, 16]. For example, Kerne l
PCA (28] e nables non -linear projections by firsl lransforming objects
into a higher-dimens ional space in which a good linear projecrion can
be found. Techniques such as Bayesian PCA [2, 20,22], and the method
introduced by Sangu inetti et al. [26] focus on estimating the dimensional iry of the lower-d imensional space . Robus1 PCA methods [ 1, 39, 40]
target datasets with outliers. Different extensions to PCA have also
been developed in the context of fuzzy sysre ms. The 1echnique described by Denoeux and Masson [5] applies PCA to fuzzy numbers
by train ing an artificial neural network that incorporates the different
possible realizations for each fuzzy number. G iordani and Kiers [IO]
provide an overview of methods that can be used to apply PCA to interval data. In contrast, we extend traditional PCA to an uncertainry-aware
linear technique for exploratory visualization that works on genera l
probability distributions.
Next to PCA, Factor Analysis (FA) [32] is a weil known linear
method. lts goal is to identify (not necessarily onhogonal) latent variables underlying a higher-dimens ional space of measurements. Factor
Analysis models measurement errors, yet constrain ing 1he errors 10 be
uncorrelated is common. One reason for this is that modeling corre·
lated errors can be problematic if ehe ac1ual errors are unknown f11].
ln our description, we assume that all errors are known, or can at least
be estimated. Many other linear techniques such as Classical MultiDimensional Scal ing [38] and Independent Component Ana lysis [ 13]
are covered by Cunningham and Ghahramani [4]. To the best of our
knowledge, none of them can deal wilh dara thar has explicitly encoded
(measurement) errors.
Liu et al. [ 19] provide an overview of the visualjzation and exploration of high-dimensional data. The Star Coordinates [ 15] visualization 1echn ique, for example, provides interactive linear projections
of high-dimensional data. Recently measure-dri ven approaches for
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STATISTICAL BACKGROU ND

The typical way to model uncertainty is by us ing probability di stributio11s over the data domai n. This approach is weil established in other
fields , such as measurement theory and Bayesian statistics. Before
getti ng to the gist of our method, we want to give a quick overview of
1he s1atistical background we need for our techn ique. More de1ails can
be found in the textbook by Wickens [44].

3.1

Random Variables and Random Vectors

A random variable is used to describe the values of possible outcomes
x of a. random phenomenon. lt is usually de fined as a real-valued scalar
x E JR. Probabili1y distributions are used to assign a probability (dens ity)
10 each outcome of the random variable-both concepts are closcly tied
together. To extend th is one-dimensional case to multi-d imensional
phenomena, we can group scveral random variables into a multivariate
random variable, which is also called a random vector. Throughou1 this
ar ticle. we denote random vectors by x = (xi , .. . ,x,1) \ with x E JRd.
Analogously, the corresponding multivariate probabi lity d istribu tions
span t he same d-dimensional domain. An interesting propeny arises
from the fact that x can be viewed as a position vector: it can be
manipulated using affine transformations. These transforn1ations can,
for example, be used to scale, translate, or rotate x. Generally, an
affine transformarion has the form y = Ax + b. lt consists of a linear
transformation A and a translation vector b that together transform an
input x to obtain a new random vector y. wh ich can be described using
a modified dislribulion.

3.2

Summary Statistics

For many applications, it is helpful to summarize the probability distributions into simpler, yet characteristic quantit ics. Ideally, these si mple
terms still allow us to make Statements about Lhe shape and properties
of the original distribution. Such descriptions are called summary statistics. 1'he most well-known statistics are the first and seoond moments,
which, in the real -valued case. are also called mean and variance. They
are used to describe the center of gravity and the spread of a distribution.
For multi -dimensional data, the mean is ad-d imensional vector, and
the variance is replaced by the covariance that also reflects corre lations
berween each of the d components. Because the covariance describes

these relationships, it has the form of a symmetric d x d matrix. Every covariance matrix is always posi ti ve sem i-defin ite-we provide a
detailed discussion in the appendix.
For some distributions, these two summary statistics are explici1Jy
defined. The multivariate normal (MVN) distribution, which is widely
used in many domai ns, has an interesting property- it is completely
determined by it~ first and second moments. Therefore, if x follows an
MVN di stribution, with mean µ and covariance matrix 'I', we write:

x ~ N(µ ,'1').
Sometimes our random vector x is g iven by a set of samples

{x„}, n E { 1„ . „N} from a n arbitrary d istribution. Given this set,
we can es1ima1e lhe firsl and second momenls of x using the sample
mean µx , which is defi ned in terms of the expected value JE [·]:
1 N

µ, = JE[x] = -

[. x„

N„= I

4.2

and lhe sample covariance matrix Cov(x, x):
Cov(x, x) =JE [ (x - JE [x))(x - JE [x)) Tl
= IE [xxT] - µ,µx T

( 1)

The term JE [xx T] is the expected outer product xx T and can be approximated as follows:
1 ~
- -T
JE [ xxTl = N
L x„x„
11= 1

In the previous section, we explained how eo transforrn a random
vector x using affine transformations. Transforming x in this way also
infiuences lhe summary statistics. For lhe mcan, it holds thal:

In a si milar fashion, we can transform the covariance matrix:
Cov{Ax +ii,Ax +ii) = ACov(x, x)A T

(2)

Both equations fol low from the li11earity of the expected value operator
E [·]. Imuitively, only the mean of x is influenced by lhe translalion
b. The covariance matrix, in contrast, is invariant to translation. The
reason for this is that the covariance on ly captures the relative variance
of each component because it is always centered around the sampling
mean by 1he 1erm µxµx T. ln the following section , we will use these
above defin itions lo formulate our method .
4

METHOD

We have motivated the different causes of uncertainly in the inpul data in
the introduction. In this part, we describe the necessary adaptions lo 1he
framework of PCA chat are required to handle uncertainty, as modeled
in the previous section. We will first show how to adapt the compulalion
of the covariance matrix to work 011 probab ility distributions, which is a
fundamental parl of our lechnique. Then, we will describe how lhis fils
into the coniext of regular PCA. Afterward, we w ill demonstrate how
our method allows us to perform PCA analytically on uncertain data,
using multivariate normal d istributions as an example. Finally, we will
show that our approach is a generalization of regu lar PCA. This allows
us to combine certain and uncertain data within the same mathemacical
framework and provides us with the foundation for sensitivity analysis,
as described in Section 5.

4.1

the distributions. lt is important to note that this does not imply that ehe
inpul distributions necessarily have to follow a Gaussian distribution.
We want lo illustrate this for a small example: let us consider an input
dis tribuiion made up of two c lusters spread abouc its mean. Then,
the covariance of lhe distribution still captures the spread of the data,
namely along the direction of the location of ehe cwo clusters. So even
though the distribution might not be sufficien tly described on ly by mean
and covariance, its overall extent is still represented adequately using
lhese first- and second-order statistics. In Section 6.3, we will show an
example of a dataset that exhibits this property. And in Section 8.3, we
will discuss ils impl ications on the resulting projection.
ll is important that there is an established relationship between the
uni ts of the original axes for PCA to yie ld a meani11gfu l result. The
usual approach to achieve this is eo normalize the input data according ly. The same preprocess ing step needs eo be perforrned for our
method. For probability distributions, thi s can be performed using
affine transformations, as oull i ned above.

Uncertain Covariance Matrices

As we have mentioned before, the goal of our method is lO perform
PCA on a sei of N probability distributions 1hat are used 10 model the
uncertainty, as described in Section 3. Formally, we represent this
col lection of distributions as ra11dom vectors T = { t 1, . . . , tN }. For each
of t hese random vectors, we require that we can determine its ex pected
va lue JE [t;] and ils pairwise covariance Cov(t; , t;) . l t is important to
note Chat T can concepniall y be i nterpreted as a random vector of
second order, as its components t„ are random veciors 1hemselves .
Our approach adapts the computation of the covariance matrix to
accounl for uncertainty in the data. Regu lar PCA works 011 a set of
poi nts. Therefore, lhe covariance matrix can be understood as ehe
compu1a1ion of the expected products of deviations of these poi nls from
the sample mean. ln contrast, our approach works on a set of random
vectors, which changes the problem in the following way: Because of
the uncertainty in the data, we do not know the actual deviation of each
random veccor from the overall sample mean. But we can determine
lhe deviation that is tobe expected for each of the d istributions. We
do this conceptually by integrating over the deviation of all possible
rea.lizaiions of each probabi lity distribution. In the framework of PCA,
where only the first- and second-order momenlS are cakcn into accounl,
il turns out we do not even have to evaluace this integral: we can derive
lhe covariance matrix d irectly from the summary statistics.
f rom Equation 1, we can derive a property of the covariance matrix
!hat we will need later on: it gives us a way to c.ompute the expected
outer product JE [xxT] of a parcicu lar random vector w ith itself. We
achieve lhis by sol ving Equation 1 for JE [xx

TJ:

(3)

!For distributions, we use the following equation, which is akin to
cornputing the expected products of expected dev iations. To avoid
confusion with ehe expected value of each random vector JE[·], we
denote the expectation operaior thm scems from the covariance melhod
with t [·J:
Cov(T , T) =JE [JE [rrTl -

/LT µT T]

We can expand lhis further by making use of Equation 3:

(4)

Model

PCA is used eo find ehe directions of the daca with the largest variance by
looking at ehe covariance of ehe input. We adopt this concepc eo arbicrary
distributions to handle uncertain daca. For our method, we on ly require
that the expected value and the covariance can be determined for each of

The different terrns in Equation 4 have particular interpretations.
First, we recognize !hat the term JE [JE [T]JE [TJT] is the same as perforrning regular PCA on the means of each of the d istributions . The

second 1erm E[Cov(T , T )] computes the average covariance matrix
ovcr all random vectors:

JE [Cov(T , T )] =

N

J

NL Cov(t; , I;)

(5)

i= I

11 retlects lhe uncertainry that each random vector has and how these
unce11ainties influence the overall covariance in the dataset-it is also
the major diffcrencc bctwccn our method and regu lar PCA, wh ich
cannot handle probabi lity disuibutions. The las1 lerm is called centering
matrix and also part of regu lar PCA. lt consists of the outer product
of the empirical mean µT of our dataset. The empiri cal mean of our
dataset can be computed as fol lows:

(a)

Fig. 2. Different types of input data: (a) Regular PCA without uncertainty.
(b) Isometrie error model as used by previous work where PCA has been
described as an optimization problem; the directions of the principal
components are the same, but the lengths differ. (c) Our method: il
works on arbitrary distributions and can result in drastically different
principal components.

A lgorithm 1provides the corresponding pseudocode for Equation 4.
The proof that Equation 4 yields a sy rnmetric. positive semi-definite
matri x and therefore is an actual covariance matrix can be found in the
Appendix of this document.

4.3

(c)

(b)

Projecöon <t>

Observabon
t•N(µ,'l'J

J.J.J„J.

PCA Framework and Diagonalization

Now that we have constructed the covariance matrix wh ile respecting
the unce11ainty, we can continue with the remaining steps of lhe PCA
algorithm. After setting up thc covariancc matrix, wc rctricvc its cigcnvalues Ad and corresponding eigenveciors iid. This can be done using

Projected observabon
• N(<l>(µJ.~'1'))

~t)

Propec:l.lon 4>

eigenvalue decomposition:
Cov(T , T)ii = Äii
Let q be the desired target number of dimension for our dimensionality
reduction. We then choose the q largest iid by their correspond ing
eigenvalue .A.c1. yielding q principal components W = {w 1, . . . , w9 } .
Wc can thcn project cach distribution onto the subspace (W ) that is
spanned by these principal components <1>(111 ) E (W ), where <1>(-) is a
linear projection that can be described using a linear tnmsformation.
Tt is important to note that eigenvalues and eigenvectors have certai n
characteristics 1ha1 compl icate their analysis. The orientation of iic1 i s
1101 completely defined. therefore iic1 = - iid. ln practicc. the cornpu tation of (lld. 1) is performed nurnerically, which can lead to instabilities
and rounding errors. We wil l d iscuss the impact of this on the analysis
of linear projections in Scction 5.

v,

4.4

Linear Transformation of MVN Distributions

Now that we have defined the projection <!>(-}, we need 10 transform
each dis1ribu1ion into the subspace (W ) . Tn the following, we will
dcscribc how this can be carried out for mul tivariatc normal distributions, as they are often used to model errors or uncertainty in the data.
As mentioned in Section 2. several existing techniques already model

Al goritbm 1: Covariance matrix ofrandom vectors
Ln1mt : List of d -variatc distributions T , scaling factor s = 1
Output: Covariance matrix Krr
1 11 1

+- d-dimensional

vector initialized to 0

foreach t E T d o
J

111

1

+= t .mean()

end
µ1

/= T.length ()

Krr +- d x d matrix initialized to 0
forcach t E T do
s 1 iii +- t.mean()

6
1

Krr + = 1ii1iiT + s2 · t.cov()- µ1µ1T
10 end
11

12

Krr /= T .length()
rcturn KTT

High-dimensional space

Low-dimensional subspace

Fig. 3. A linear projection <!>(-) of a normal distribution t ~ N(µ , '1') results
in a modified multivariate normal distribution <l>(t ) in the lower dimensional subspace (W). Because of this, we can propagate the uncertainty
directly through linear dimensionality reduction techniques.

uncenainty using MYN distributions. In these works. the distributions
are usually described using an error model, which means that a measuremen1 is distu rbed by an error term e. This is commonly wriuen
as:
111 =-t'11 + e11 , e„ ~N(Ö,'1'11 )

x

To retrace the closed-form deri vati on of the covari ance matrix that we
describcd in Section 4.2. it is easicr to think of this crror in tcrms of a
single random vector 111 that can be equ ivalently detined as follows:

111 ~ N(x,„ '1'11 )·
Figure 2 shows examples of different etTOr models that can be created
depending on the shape of 'f/11 . We also visualize the corresponding
princi pal components of the dacaset, determined by using our method.
Th.e dimensional i1 y of <l>(t) is dim((W )). To perfom1 the actual
projcction, wc assurnc that w q are unit vectors, and write thcm in a
column matrix A:
A = (w1 „. wqj
lt is innportant to notc that a projcction <I> is an affine transformation. as
detined in Section 3. Accord ingly, we can project anormal distribution
as follows:

<1>(111) = N(A T/t 11 , AT 'l'11 A)
Thc rcsulting distribution remains multivariate normally distributcd.

4.5 Reduction to Regular PCA
In this scction. we w ill show that our rncthod is a rnathcrnatical gcncralizaLion of conventional PCA. The main d ifference between the two
algori thms lies in the setup of the covariance matrix, as described by
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Fig. 4. Different levels of uncertainty can be achieved by scaling the
covariances of each distribution with a factor s. By letting s -+ O w e
can emulate traditional principal component analysis, as the distributions
converge toward single points.

Equaiion 4. O ur method includes an additional term that reflects the
uncc1tain1y of cach inpu t (Eq uation 5). To reduce our formulation to
regular PCA. we wi ll scale the covari ance of each of the di stri bu tions by
a conMant factor s. This decrcascs the spread of the covariance matrix.
and because of this, implicitly reduces the amount of uncertainry within
each distribution.
To scale the covariance matrices, we will again make use of the properties of affine transformations for covariance matrices, as discussed in
Section 3. Let S be a scalc marrix 1ha1 has the fom1 S = diag(s) . We
can now use Equation 2 10 scale Krr = t [Cov(T . T )]:

In practice. we can make use of the fact 1ha1 a scale matrix S is always a
diagonal matrix. In ourcase. each diagonal entry is equal tos. therefore
S = diag(s) . This allows us 10 simplify the equation above even further:

(6)

Figure 4 shows a sct of multivariate normal distributions, all scaled
w ith d ifferelll weights. Another property of this descri ption is that we
can use s 10 intcrpolate between the certain and uncertain representalion
of our data. Algori thm 1 shows how 10 incorporate l he scaling factor
into thc computati on of the covariance marrix. In the next section, we
will use this fact to i nves1iga1e how much the uncertainty influences the
rcsulti ng projecti on.
5

SENSITIVITY ANALY SIS

We have shown i n previous sections that uncertainty in the input can
havc a strong influcncc on thc resulting set of principal components.
Therefore, to better understand this relationship, we investigate 10 what
amouni the dimensionality rcduction depends on the shape of each
of the probability distributions. In Section 4.5, we have shown that
our method is a generalized fomrnlation of conventional PCA. We
achieved this by scaling the covariances of each distribution with a
factor s that de'ICribes the importance of the uncertainty. Now. we
wilJ Jeveragc this modcl 10 show how the fitted projection varies for
different M:aling factor.. in the interval s E [0.=). This interval can
be split up in two pans to invcscigate rwo different sceaarios. For
0 ~ s ~ 1. we can interp<>late between uncertainty-aware PCA and
regular PCA. Conversely. by choosing 1 < s < eo we can extrapolate
what the projection would look like if the uncertainty were higher.
l n the following. we propose a novel visualiz.ation technique that is
tailored 10 analyu the efTects of different scaling factors s and hence
inlluences of difTerenl levels of uncertainty.

5.1

Factor Traces

Factor Analysis shares many simi l arities with PCA and is often used for
the explanatory analysis of muhi-dimensional datasets. T he i ndividual
latent factors, aki n 10 principa l components. are usually represented

s1 s2 s3
~

0

Fig. 5. Progression of a factor trace (lelt) as the uncertainty increases.
Both unit vectors u and v rotate around w. Accordingly, the projected
dist ributions (right) rotate around the mean as weil.

usingfactor maps. To create a factor map. the unit vectors of each
dimension in feature ;pace are projected according 10 the latent factors
of t he data 1341. We extend this technique 10 enable the exploration of
the efTects of uncertainty on PCA.
Factor maps visualize static latent information that is hidden in the
input data. However. we are interested in visualizing the progression
of uncertainty. We do this by looking at the facror rmces !hat are
dcscribcd by the change of principal components under the varying
degree of uncertainty. In particular. we perform sensitivity analysis
by continuously scaling the covariances of the distributions from the
original datasct using s as a scaling factor, as described above. Figure 5
shows an example of factor traces of a three-dimensional dataset. For
each s E [O.co) a different subspace is chosen. As a result. the projected
un i t vectors describe a trace in the image space. Thereby, we obtain a
compact rcpresentm ion of the analogous transformation of the feature
space coord i nate systcm. As we menti oned before, there are two
intervals for s that arc of intercst for the analysis of the sensitivity with
rcspcct to thc unccrtaint y. The i nterval 0 ~ s ~ 1 is highlighted by
shading the area un der the tracc. In contrast, for l he inlerval 1 < s <eo
we only show the trace 10 avoicl v isual clu ttcr, and we use an arrowhead
to represent s -+ eo.
Jn practice. wc progrcssivcly sample s in the i nter val using a hyperbolic function. Al thc hcnrt of principal component anal ysi s is the
decomposition of the covariance matrix i nto ilS eigenvalues and eigenvcctors. Thi s cntails various challenges for the interpretation of the
projection. Whi le the eigenvectors of a positive semi-defini te matrix
are alway~ orthogonal to each othcr. their orientation is ambiguous as
their sign can changc. In 1hc rcsulting sequence. it can happen that the
sign of and i1;+ 1 flips. This, in retum. leads to a mirrored projection.
We account for this in factor 1races by providing both projections of the
unit vecton. of the original axe~. For example, this becomes apparent
wben looking at the purple trace in Figure 5. We discuss the limitations
of thi s approach in Section 8.

v;

5.2

l nterpretatlon

Factor traces simultaneously visualize different properties of the original data.-,et with respect to the corresponding projection: the length of
each trace describes how strongly cach original axis is affected by the
uncertainty in the data. whereas the distance or each part or the trace
to the cenier depicts the linear combination of the original unit vectors
that define the projection. Factor traces also offer a way to analyze the
robustncss of the rcsulting projec1ions wi th respect 10 uncertainty. Tue
covariance matri ces and the overal l shape of the data determi ne the correspondi ng eigenvalues. Bccause the pri ncipa l components are sorted

by their eigenvalues and only the q largest eigenvalues are chosen, their
respective values also have a large effect on the resulting projection.
Figure 6 shows factor trac-e s of two different datasets, together with
plots of their eigenvalues. With an increasing s, sometimes the distance between two eigenvalues Ä; , Aj decreases more and more. In
some cases, it appears that the eigenvalues will cross, but instead, lhey
will eventually start to move away from each other again. This effect
closely resembles avoided crossi11gs, a quantum phenomenom [41].
The reason for this effoct is that two eigenvalues coalesce as they end
up with the same length [29). Eigenvalues thal avoid crossing manifest
in distinctive bumps in their corresponding eigenva lue plots. which can
be seen in Figure 6d. The firsl datasel in Figure 6 does not conlain
any avoided crossings. By contrast, Figure 6c and Figure 6d show a
three-dimensional dataset with two bumps (highlighted by the dotted
lines). Avoided crossings make it difficu lt to reason about the behavior
of the e igenvectors and consequently lhe result ing projection in lhese
points. In some cases-Figure 6c, for example-we can observe sharp
turns in the co1Tespondi ng factor traces. Here, the avoided crossing is
between Ä2 and A3.
In conjunction wilh PCA, factor traces can aid the exploratory analysis of datasets by giv ing insights into the behavior of the principal
components under uncertainty. Apart from showing how the projection
changes under uncertainty, factor traces can help gauge how robust
and hence how trustful the projected view of the dataset is. While our
approach can aid in assessing projections, the visual ization of highdimens ional data involving a large vati ety of distributions remains a
difficult challenge. Generally, factor traccs work weil for datasets with
up to six original dimens ions. Above this limit, lhe representat ion
becomes more difficult to underscand due to overplotting. As shown in
Figure 6, the interpretation of factor traces can be further en hanced by
taking the corresponding eigenvalue plot into account. Depending on
the dataset, we see the possibi liry to encode this information d irect ly
onto the factor trace, either by th ickness or color.

6

E XAM PLES

Our method can handle various rypes of data uncertainty. Following the
classification ofSkeelsel al. [3 1], we will lakea look at examples from
the measurement precision level and the completeness level. Measurement precision can play a substantial role in the analysis of datasets,
especially for qualitative studies and experiments, where it is hard to
assign cerrain values to responses. One way to deal wilh this uncertai nty is to assign fuzzy numbers or even expl icitly encoded probability
distributions to each of the data points, as we will show in Section 6.1.
Furtherrnore, we will look at different types of aggregations as sources
for uncertainty on lhe completeness level. Apart from these exrunples,
we see potential use cases for o ur method in visualizing preprocessed
data for real-time analysis, or daca that has been aggregated to pro1ec1
the privacy of ind ividuals, such as medical data. Regarding aggregation,
Section 8 gives more details about the computational complexily of ou r
approach. Please note that in the following examples, we use different
representations for the distributions to high light the projections found
by our method.

6.1

(a) Factor traoes (Iris)

(b) Eigenvalues (Iris)

Urvt vectOfu
!\lt vedQrv

Unrt vtetot

(c) Factor traces (synth.)

(d) Eigenvalues (synth.)

Fig. 6. Factor traces for two different datasets: (a) The 40 Iris dataset
with (b) corresponding plot of the eigenvalues. (c) A 30 synthetic dataset,
also with e igenvalues {d). Whereas the Iris dataset has no avoided
crossing eigenvalues, the synthetic dataset has two avoided crossings
(d) represented by bumps in the plot (s E {0.37,0.54}). The factor traces
are projected onto a 20 subspace-as a consequence only the second
bump manifests in the traces: at s "" 0.54 the orange trace v forms a
loop, while the purple trace u curves inward .

realistic deviations in bolh directions from this mean. Figure 7 shows
the PCA on lhis dataset. lt is important to note !hat PCA performed
solely on the means of the input, as shown in Figu re 7a, fails to capture
important uncertainty information in the data. Our method (Figure 7b)
approptiately depicts lhe uncertainty that is present in PI of Tom and
Bob. This draws a very different picture from the resu lt of regu lar PCA
because lhe topology changes: it is qu ite possible that Tom performed
sim.i lar to Ja11e-a fact that is not read ily visible from Figure 7a. The
importance of P J on the resulting projection can also be seen in the
factorr trace (Figu re 7c) for this dataset: with an increasing amount of
uncertainty factored into our method, lhe trace of PI moves toward the
outside of the unit circle. The interpretation for this is that most of lhe
information of this axis is preserved after projection.

Student Grades

Our uncertainty-aware PCA method can be used to perform dimensionality reduction on data wilh explicitly encoded uncertainty. Amongst
others, such data can be found in the domain of fuzzy systems. As an
example, we adopt the synthetic student grade dataset established by
Denoeux and Ma.sson [51. lt consists of four test results (M 1, M2, P1,
P2) for each of six students. The possible marks for the tests range
from 0 to 20, and lhe dataset is highly heterogenous: grades can be
represented either as real numbers, such as 15, without any uncertainty,
or as intervals, such as [ 10, 12] . Furlhermore, many grades are given
by qualitative Statements likefairly good or bad. Both intervals and
linguistic labels contain uncertainty, modeled using uniform distributions and trapezoidal d istributions, respectively. The origina l paper also
contains one 1111k11ow11 value. We model the missing value using a normal disttibution N( 14, 5.72 ) , which we extract from prior information:
the mean is sim ilar to prev ious test results, and the vatiance represents

6.2

Iris Dataset

The Iris dataset 1 has widely been used to study projection and machine
leami ng algotithms. lt is four-d imensional and consists of 150 specimen of the Iris plants. Additionally, each instance can be attributed to
one of three classes, and the instances are disttibuted equally among
the classes. The clusters of lhe Iris dataset can be weil described using multivatiate normal distributions. We aggregate the data into three
distributions, by their class label, on which we then perform uncertaintyaware PCA. The result ofthis can be seen in Figure Sa. For compari son,
we also perform conventional PCA and color each point according to
its class label-the results are shown in Figure 8b. Both projections
are almost identical. This shows that our method can find projections
with only a fraction of the original 40 data: three multivariate normal
1

h~tps://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/iris

(a) Traditional PCA

(b) Uncertainty-aware PCA (ours)
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(a) PCA on distributions
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Fig. 8. Comparison between (a) our approach and (b) performing PCA
on the original set of points of the Iris datasets. In (a) the aggregation
into clusters has been performed before the projection, while in (b) the
aggregation into the different Clusters is performed visually through color.
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(d) Dataset

Fig. 7. lmportance of respecting the uncertainty in the input data. (a) Traditional PCA on the mean values of the student grades. (b) The projection
found by our method shows the uncertainty in the data more faithfully.
(c) The corresponding factor traces allow us to analyze the role of the
original axes. In this case, P 1 approaches unit length, which means that
its information is present even alter projection. (d) The dataset in tabular
form, providing the trapezoidal distributions for the linguistic labels. A
trapezoidal distribution T(a,b,c,d) is defined by its bounds a, d and its
discontinuities b, c.

distributions instelld of 150 points.
This cxamplc also illustratcs two different ways to v isual ize data
that has additional labels. To convey the class in formation, we need to
support the visual aggregmion of cach c luster. When using conventional
project ion mcthods, this aggregation is usually performed in the image
spacc. figure Sb, for eirnmple, uses color. Another technique that is
comm on ly uscd for uggrcgation in the image space is kernet densiry
estimation. For c lusters that roughly follow anormal distribution. our
method provides a different approach: it allows aggregation in the
feature space. where all the information is slill present. and subsequent
projcction of the aggregated information. Subsequently. no further
aggregation has tobe perfonnoo in the image space. In Section 7, we
provide a more dctailcd comparison to sampling-based strategies.
Figure 6a shows the factor traces for the Iris dataset Here. we can
see that petal width moves closest to the center of our vi sualization.
This means that the dimensionality reduction, projectS along this axis.
especially for s-+ oo. Funherrnore. sepal width and petal /ength have
almost no shaded area. Because we use the shaded area 10 encode and
highlight the interval s E [O. 1). this illustrates that the projeclion of
these two axes remains almo~t the same while interpolating between
regular PCA and our method.

6.3 Anuran Calls Dataset
Thc Anuran Calls dm:1set2 contains acoustic sound features extracted
from frog rccorclings. In total. there are 7195 instances of such calls,
2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Anuran+Call s+
(llFCCs)

and they are grouped by fami ly, genus, and species labels. Again, we
perfonn aggregation of the instances. in this case, by look:ing at the
family class labet. Howevcr. thc intcrcsting aspect of this dataset is
that, in contr.ist to the Iris dataset (Section 6.2), there is a different
amount of instances per class. There are calls from four different frog
families in this dat~t-the numbers of instances per class are 4420.
2165, 542, and 68. These families can funher be subgrouped by genus.
yielding eight distinct clusters. Funherrnore. it is imponant to note that
many groups do not follow a nonnal dfatribution and exhibit varying
modality. as can been seen in Figure 9.
So far. we have assumed that all aggregated disuibutions represent
thc sarne amount of instances. This can lead to overemphasized clusters
if their original sample count is small. Conceming this dataset, this
would rnean that the family with 4420 instances would receive the same
amount of weight as thc family with 68 instances. To achieve a bener
fit to the actllal data that these distributions stand for, we can adapt
our mcthod to take class weights into account by slightly modifying
Equation. 4. In particular. it suftices to use the weighted average to
evaluate JE(·]. The computat ion of the sample mean needs tobe adjusted
accorclingly.
IFigurc 9 shows thc comparison of our method, adapted to handle
cluster weights, to regular PCA on the original set of points. For Figurc 9ab, the data is c lustered by family, yiclding four distributions.
Figure 9bc was aggregated by ge1111s, which results in eight distinct
discrctc probabilily distributions. For the projections that were created
usi ng our mcthod, we show the covariances that were extracted from
each ofthed ifferent clusters. This demonstrates that even iftheclusters
do not follow a simple distribution. such as the blue cluster in Figure 9b, our technique is Mill able to reconstruct the original PCA. The
projections that are found for the point data and tbe aggregated data are
visually the same. Assigning weights to each cluster according 10 the
mnounl of data that it rcprc>ent> b an obviuu> applil:atiun uf this extension to our method. However, we can also imagine that this technique
can be uscd in a more exploratory setting. for cxample. by investigating
the efTect of one cllßter on the resulting principal components.

7

C OMPARISO N

To SAMPLI NG

In this section. we provide a comparison of our method with another
strategy that could be used to construct the covariance matrix for uncenain duta: sampling. lnstead of directly computing Cov(T. T ) on the
distributions. we can dr.iw samples from each of them. lf we concatenatc thc rcsulting set of poinl!>. we can use the conventional way for
computing the covariance matrix as specitied by Equation 1.
To compare the resulting covariance matrices. we need a suitable
distance metric. Wc choosc thc Hcllinger distance. lt is commonly
used to compare the resulL~ of linear models [37). This distance metric
is typica lly uscd to compare two multivariate normal d istributions p
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(a) Original points colored by family (b) Distributions clustered by family
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(c) Original points colored by genus (d) Distributions cJustered by genus
Fig. 9. Comparison of projections resulting from conventional PCA and
our method. Projections of the extracted covariances are shown as
ellipses. Clustering by family leads to four cJusters, while clustering
by genus results in eight clusters. Although the clusters have a !arge
variance in the number of instances (a). our weighted approach matches
the projection of the original dataset well. The projection also remains
stable for clustering by a different class labe!, here, by genus (b). Overall
our method (d) performs well, even though not all clusters in the original
dataset follow a normal distribution (c).

and q. lt is bascd on thc Bhattacharyya coefficienl, which can be used
to descri be the overlap bctween p and q:

BC(p,q) =

j ..jp(x)q(x)dx

T he M :ih:ilanobis distance is a spccial case of the Bhattacharyya distance (- ln(BC(p,q)) for distributi ons that share the same covariance.
Using thc dclini tion of thc Bhattacharyya coefficient, the H ellinger
distancc is dclincd as

H(p, q) =

../1-

BC(p,q)

To apply thi; di;tancc mctric to the problem of comparing the results
from principal component analysis, it is important to note that PCA is
completly detined by its sample mean and overall covariance matrix.
Together. we interprct these two artifacts as a multivariate nonnal
distribution. The resuhing distribution can then be compared using the
H ellinger distance. In contrast to a description based on eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. our method is invariant against Hipping and no further
preproces,i ng has tobe pcrfonned.
For our cxperiment. wc applied PCA to a synthetic dataset with 10
di,tributions T s1.,, = { l t, ... , l to}. each following anormal distribution
t;,..,, N(µ;. 'I';). ·All the means µ ; arc drawn from another overarcbing
multivariate nom1al distribution:

µ; - N(Ö,E)
ll1e covariance of each of the distributions '1'1 is constant across the
dataset. lt is cremed by rcversing the elements of E. Because of this,
all covariances also sharc the same determinant.

Fig. 1 o. Multiple comparison of our method to a sampling-based approach using the Hellinger distance for inpul data with two to 12 dimen·
sions. The x axis shows the increasing number of samples that were
used for the sampling strategy, while lhe y axis shows the distance to
the result from our method. The required number of samples for a good
result grows with the number of dimensions.

Figure 10 shows thc rcsults of our experiment. For each data point
we performed 40 runs and chose the median outcome. We can draw
sevcral conclusions form our expcrimcnt. First. it shows that the sampling approach converges to our method with an increa5ing number of
sampl es. This indicates that our mcthod is a valid way to compute PCA
on probability distributions. Sccond. it shows that our method scales
far better than the sampling-based approach with a growing numbcr of
dimensions. We expcct thc cursc-of-dimensionaliiy tobe the reason for
this.

8 D1scuss10N
ln the following. we di scuss thc uncenainty-aware extension of PCA
that we introduced. dcmonstrated. and assessed above from different
perspectives. To bcgin with, we comparc its computational complexity
to traditional PCA. Wc follow up with more dctails on its application
to interactive vil.ua l ization, espccially conceming scalability. Fi nally,
we discuss the general limitations of PCA and how these carry over to
our mcthod.

8.1

Computatlonal Complexlty

In general, ou r method has thc sa me computational complexity as
regular PCA. Fora dmasct w ith N samplcs and D fcan1res, regu lar PCA
ha5 a compu lational complexity of O(ND2 ) for the computati on of the
covar iance rnatrix. Retriev ing the cigcnvalucs and eigenvectors has a
complcxi ty of 0 (0 3).
With our mcthod, samples N are D-dimcnsional probabi li ty distribu·
tions instead of point~. In rnany cases. the probability density function
of a random vcctor 111 is known analytically, and IE[t 11 ] as weil as
Cov(t „. t„) can be looked up in constant time O( 1) . Our adapted computation of the global covariance matrix can be pcrformed in 0 (2 ·ND2 )
siace we ;idditionally nced to compute the average covariance matrix.
ovcr all N distributions. Asymptotically, however. the constant factor 2 can bc neglected. This rcsults in a complexity of O(ND 2 ) for
determining the covariancc matrix.
We share the extraction of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors with
regular PCA. As mentioned above. this can be performed in O(JY).
Thus. our techniquc is of similar complexity as standard PCA. Please
note that in thi' analysi5, we consider the aggregation of clusters as a
preproccssing step (more details in the next section). l ts complexity
would add to the total complexity. but is not considered here. I n
the following section. wc provide dctails on why preparing clusters
is of spccial importance for the application of our technique to data
visual ization.

8.2

lnteractive Vlsuallzation and Scalability

Big c.lata is gaining relevance, und the amount of data that can be
acqui red and stored grows rapidly. For exa mple, Lhe Large Hadron

Collider (LHC) at CERN exceeded 200 Petabytes of collected sensor
data al ready in 2017 [9]. At the same time, it often is cri tical 10 visualize such data for exploration, analysis, and knowledge generation [25].
Processing latencies are of sign ificant concern for interactive visualization regard ing big data. We tackle this problem by separating the
computationally complex task of data aggregation from the projection
and visualization tasks. Since our method is aware of the shape of the
distributions, we can approx imate the projection of c lustered datasets
by the projection of their respective d istr ibutions. Fora large number of sarnples N in a D-dimensional feature space, this aggregation
step is computationally costly since the covariance matrices have to
be computed in O(Nd). The advantage of our method is that the
aggregation can be done instantly during data acquisition and, in case
memory demands are of concern, there is even no need to store raw
data persistenlly [42]. In some fields, it is already common practice 10
aggregate data as a preprocess ing step, for example, the i11-sit11 analysis
in large-data visualization [7]. Using our method, the characteristics of
the data are preserved du ring the complete pipeline, and its influence on
the projection can sti ll be taken into account during the analysis process.
Plea~e note that when a cluster of multiple data points is aggregated by
abstracting it as anormal distribution , the estimation of the covariance
matrix is an inev itable step. To do so, the number of data points needs
to be sufficient concern ing the number of dimensions, and there must
not be problems with (local) outliers [30]. Similarly, a small number of
clusters can be a problem in high-dimensional space [14]. By scaling
the uncertainty of each cluster depending on the number of data points,
it contai ns, our method compensates for differences in cluster sizes, as
outlined in Section 6.3. However, more research needs tobe done in
the direction of assessing whether the add irional informalion provided
by each c lusters ' weight and error covariance matrix can full y counter
this problem.

8.3 Limitations of PCA
In practice, PCA is appl ied to all kinds of datasers, where ir is commonly
used as a tool for exploratory analysis. Conceptually. our approach
yields a projection operator that is more aware of the uncertainty in
the data. Just as with other linear methods, important information
that is present in the non-principal components gets d iscarded due
to the orthographic projection, which can guide lhe analysis into the
wrang direction. Our method inheriL~ this limitarion. For regular PCA,
methods have been developed lo mitigale these effecL~-we provide
an overview in Section 2. For one, this is because one of the terms of
our method essentially performs PCA on the expected values of each
of the distributions, as described in Section 4.2. With regard 10 the
uncertainty in the data, a second limiting factor can arise: if the fraction
of the covariance introduced by the uncertainty in the data is small in
comparison 10 thc covariance introduced by thc cxpcctcd valucs, and
if the uncertainty happens to be orthogonal to the projection, it can
also remai n covert in the final representation. Future research may
investigate how non-linear methods , which cou ld alleviate th is problem,
can be generalized to probabi lity distributions too.
Several other factors pose challenges Lo find ing rhe correcr principal
components. 111e presence of outliers in the dala can strongly influence
the resulti ng projection. This stems from the quadratic term in the computation of the covariance matrix. When outl iers are of concem, forms
of Robust PCA (see Section 2), which rely on solving optimization problems, can be appl ied. lt remains tobe seen how s imilar approaches can
be adapted to uncertainty-aware PCA. Although PCA was originally
developed for real-valued data, ir is o tien also used on datasets where
some of the axes represent ordinal, and sometimes even categorical va lues. Naturally, these axes can contain uncertainty information as weil.
Furtherrnore, as of now, we do not expl ic itly model missing values. In
the context of regu lar PCA, several techniques have been developed to
deal with this-Dray and Josse (6) provide a summary of approaches
that can be applied in this case. One straightforward way to handle
these inputs in our framework nonetheless is imputation, as we have
done in the Student grade example provided in Section 6. 1. With our
method, these imputed values can even take the form of more complex
distributions, wh ich is why we see this as a practical workaround.

9

CONCLU SION

In this paper, we have presented a technique for perforrning principal
component analysis on probability distributions. Unlike previous work,
which mainly was concerned with non-correlated error models, our
method works on arbitrary distributions. We achieve th.is by incorporaling firsl and second moments of lhe uncertain inpul dala inlo lhe
ca lculation of the global covariance matrix. Our forrnulation of the
global covariance matrix offers the potential for various extensions to
traditional PCA. Particularly, in this paper, we have shown the appl ication to aggregated datasets (Section 6.2 and Section 6.3) and datasets
with ex plicitly encoded errors (Section 6. 1).
IPrincipal component analysis, and linear dimensionality reduction
techniques in general, have the advantage over non-linear methods that
the projections remain interpretable. The principal components found
by PCA are linear combinations of the axes from the origina l data space.
Wit h our technique, scaling the inftuence of the covariances of each of
the distributions allows us to perform sens itivity analysis concerning
uncertainty. The factor traces we propose are a visual method Lo assess
how uncerlainly in the data is reflected by the contributions of each
origi nal dimension eo the princ ipal components. Further, our technique
preserves the low computational complex ity and c lear algori thmic
structure of tradit ional PCA. This enables the assessmenr of uncertain1y
induced differences to the projection by sampling different parameters
for scal ing the uncertainty. As a resu lt, our technique constitutes a next
sLelP towards the earnest consideration of uncertainty in the analysis
of high-dimensional data and forms the foundation for straightforward
extensions in numerous directions.
APPENDIX

We show that our method, provided by Equation 4 , indeed yields a
covariance matrix by looking at the different terms of this equation.
A matrix K is positive semi-defin ite if iiT Kü 2: 0, for every non-zero
vector x.

Theorem 1. The ow er prod11c1 ET E JRdxd of a vector x E JRd with
itselfalways results in a symmetric, positive se111i-defi11ite matrix.

Proof Let ü E IRJ be a nonzero vector. Using the definilion of positive
semi-definitness from above,
iiT (ET)ü = (.rT ii)2 :?: 0.
Tue symmetry follows from ehe definition of marrix mu ltiplication.

D

Our method differs from regular PCA in one term, which is defined
in Equation 5: ln essence, this term computes the ari thmetic mean of
the covariance matrices Cov(t;, t;) of each distribution t;. A matrix is
a covariance matrix if and only if it is symmetric and positive semidefinite. By defi nition, Cov(t; , t;) always sarisfies this property.

T heorem 2. Let K = { K1, . . . , KN} , K„ E JRdxd be a set of covariance
matrices, then tlze arithmetic mean ofthis set ~ I:~= I K„ is a covariance
matrix.

Proof Let ü E Rd be a nonzero vector and A, 8 E JRdxd positive semidefi nite matrices. Both addilion A + 8, and multiplication with a scalar
kA,k:?: 0 result in positive sem i-defi nite matrices:
ÜT (A

+ B)ii = iiTAii+ ÜT Bii

iiT (kA)ii = k(iiTAii)
Because of thi s and the properties of synunetric matrices, it follows
that the arithmeric mean of K is a symmetric and positive semi-definite
ma.trix and therefore also a covariance matrix.
D
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